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Abstract— This paper focuses on detecting the forest fire using Neural network and extinguishing it using acoustic wave fire 

extinguisher. This is an early warning detection system. Artificial intelligence using deep learning method is used to predict the 

forest fire.  An advanced model of Convolutional Neural Network has been designed to make pre-trained model to predict either 

fire or smoke. The computer vision methods for recognition and detection of smoke and fire, based on the still images or the video 

input from the cameras. The accuracy is based on the algorithm which we are going to use and the datasets and splitting them into 

train set and test set. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Forests are the protectors of earth’s ecological balance. Unfortunately, the forest fire is usually 

observed when it has already spread over a large area, making its control and stoppage arduous and even 

impossible at times. The result is devastating loss and irreparable damage to the environment and atmosphere. 

30% of carbon dioxide (CO2) in the atmosphere comes from forest fires in addition; irreparable damage to 

the ecology huge amounts of smoke and CO2 is released. Among other terrible consequences of forest fires 

long-term disastrous effects such as impacts on local weather patterns, global warming, and extinction of rare 

species of flora and fauna are caused. Fast and effective detection is a key factor in forest fire fighting. To 

avoid uncontrollable wide spreading of forest fires it is necessary to detect fire in an early state and to prevent 

the propagation. It is important to move adequate fire equipment and qualified operational manpower as fast 

as possible to the source of the fire. Furthermore, an adequate logistical infrastructure for sufficient supply 

with extinguishing devices and maintenance is necessary as well as continuous monitoring of fire spread. 

Moreover, the training of personnel is an important component for successful combating of forest fires. An 

integrated approach for forest fire detection and suppression is based on a combination of different detection 

systems depending on forest fire risks, the size of the area and human presence, consisting of all necessary 

parts such as early detection, remote sensing techniques, logistics, and training by simulation, and fire-fighting 
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vehicles different risk levels, the size of the area and human presence define the applied sensing techniques. 

Small high risk areas can be observed by local staff. For very large and low risk areas satellite and aero 

monitoring is possible. Especially in the eastern part of Germany several hundred observation towers equipped 

with camera-based systems have been setup to observe forests. Recorded image sequences are transmitted to 

a control center and analyzed by appropriate software. If a fire is clearly identified, fire suppression is 

initialized by an alarm going directly to the fire brigade. Nowadays, Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are 

critical components of the increasing common Internet of Things (IoT) systems. Such systems have a large 

applicability, and the environmental monitoring field can benefit their innovation. The purpose of the IoT 

concept is to transform the real world and every day electronic devices, appliances, etc., into intelligent 

interconnected virtual objects. By keeping the user informed on the state of things and giving the users control 

of things, a better global humans-devices-humans communication can be achieved. 

 

Section 2 presents research of similar projects, while in Section 3 the proposed system is described. In Section 

4, the forest fire detection methods and results are presented, while Section 5 draws the conclusions and 

envisions future work. 

II. RELATED WORK  
 

    The possibilities of using Deep Neural Networks to detect fires, as well as the results of research on the 

extinguishing of flames with the use of square waveforms with Amplitude Modulation (AM) for several 

frequencies, which is also a scientific novelty, including the minimum acoustic power and sound pressure 

level as a function of a distance from the output of the acoustic system. On this basis, it became possible to 

determine the minimum power delivered to the extinguisher and the minimum sound pressure level that causes 

the extinguishing effect at given input parameters. 

 

Current article introduces a new approach for detection of fires based on deep neural network (DNN) and 

their extinguishing using an acoustic fire extinguisher. Finding fires on video stream is based on low-cost 

hardware platform containing Move stick for hardware acceleration of the DNN used for fire detection. For 

this purpose, the fire extinguisher uses a sinusoidal acoustic wave modulated by a triangular waveform. The 

special design of the extinguisher guarantees that the sound pressure level will be sufficient for successful 

extinguishing of the fire in distance up to 130 cm. 

    A software-based video stabilization algorithm specifically designed for thermal infrared imagery of forest 

fires. After a comparative analysis of existing image registration algorithms, the KAZE feature-matching 

method was selected and accompanied by pre- and post-processing modules. This included foreground 

histogram equalization and a multi reference framework designed to increase the algorithm's robustness. 

Performance of the proposed algorithm was validated in a total of nine video sequences acquired during field 

fire experiments. The proposed algorithm yielded a registration accuracy between 10 and 1000 times higher 

than other tested methods, returned 10x more meaningful feature matches and proved robust in the presence 

of faulty video frames. 
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    The paper presents a smoke-detection method for early fire-alarming system based on video processing. 

The basic strategy of smoke-pixel judgment is composed of two decision rules: a chromaticity-based static 

decision rule and a diffusion-based dynamic characteristic decision rule. The chromatic decision rule is 

deduced by grayish color of smoke and dynamic decision rule is dependent on the spreading attributes of 

smoke. Experimental results show that the proposed method can provide an early alarm at a lower false alarm 

rate before the fire burns up, and hence is very attractive for the important military, social security, commercial 

applications, and so on. 

III. PROPOSEDMETHOD 
The general architecture of the proposed system is illustrated in Fig. 1. Previous work has been 

presented about sound recognition, low-power IoT devices for measuring environmental values and remote 

sensing for forest environment preservation.  

Fig.2. Block Diagram of Image training 

MODULE LIST 

1. Gathering data  

2. Labeling data 

3. Generating TFR records for training 

4. Configuring training 

5. Training model 
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1) Gathering data 

Before, we are getting started to create the object detector we need data, which we can use for training. 

To train a robust classifier, we need a lot of pictures which should differ a lot from each other. So, they should 

have different backgrounds, random object, and varying lighting conditions. Fig.3 shows gathering the data 

for image processing. 

 

 

Fig.3.Gathering Data 

 

2) Labeling data 

Now that we have our images, we need to move about 80 percent of the images into the object 

detection/ images train directory and the other 20 percent in the object detection/images/test directory. To 

label our data, we need some kind of image labeling software. Labeling is a great tool for labeling image. To 

create the bounding box the “Create Rect Box” button can be used. After creating the bounding box and 

annotating the image you need to click save. This process needs to be repeated for all images in the training 

and testing directory. 

3) Generating TF Records for training 

With the images labeled, we need to create TF Records that can be served as input data for training 

the object detector. In order to create the TF Records, we will use two scripts from Data Tran’s raccoon 

detector. Namely the xml_to_csv.py and generate_tfrecord.py files. After downloading both scripts we can 

change the main method in the xml_to_csv file so we can transform the created xml files to csv correctly. 

4) Configuring training 

The last thing we need to do before training is to create a label map and a training configuration file. 

Creating a label map. The label map maps an id to a name. We will put it in a folder called training, which is 

located in the object detection directory. The id number of each item should match the id of specified in 

the generate_tfrecord.py file. 

5) Training mode 

To train the model Fig4.we will use the train.py file, which is located in the object 

detection/legacy folder. We will copy it into the object detection folder and then we will open a command 

line and type default code 
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 Fig.4. Training mode 

IMAGE PROCESSING FUNDAMENTAL 

The term "digital image processing" refers to the transformation of a picture into a digital format. 

Modern cameras may capture images in digital format immediately, however most photos are captured 

optically. They are digitized after being taken by video cameras. Sampling and quantization are both part of 

the digitization process. The photos are then processed by one or more of the five essential processes, but not 

necessarily all of them. 

 

1) Data set 

A huge data set Fig.5 consisting of retina images with very high resolution has been taken with various 

imaging conditions from Kaggle.  

 

 

 

Fig.5. Data set images 

 

2) Preprocessing 

The data set was taken from an online platform named Kaggle. The size of the data set was trimmed 

to 350 images. Before feeding the input directly into the model, the data which is the set of surplus images 

must undergo some preprocessing steps which includes resizing of images size from 3888 *2951.to 786 * 786 

dimensions, perform flip-flop operations which are rotating the surplus image by 90 degrees. Flipping of 

images is done in order to exercise the model in an efficient way. The input data set is classified into three 

different categories. They are the Training dataset, the dataset that is used to train or exercise the model. This 
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data is labeled data set. b. Testing data set, this is used to test the model. c. Validation data set, the dataset that 

is used to validate the model. Validation data set is used to ensure that the model is not over-fitting whereas 

training data helps to minimize the loss function. Updating of weights happens accordingly when the training 

data set is exercised in the model, but validation data set does not involve any updating process. Training 

dataset and validation dataset are labeled but not the testing dataset. Also, one hot encoding is performed on 

the training labels. 

 

3) Training and testing data 

After preprocessing is done, the dataset is divided into two parts as Training and Testing. The training 

data is used to train the model whereas; the testing data is used to validate the model. 

 

4) Model architecture - CNN layers 

The architecture consists of six layers: 

 

a) Input Layer 

b) Convolutional Layer 1 

c) Max Pooling Layer 1 

d) Convolution Layer 2 

e) Max Pooling Layer 2 

f) Output Layer 

 

a) Input Layer: This layer consists of 786 x 786 neurons which is equal to the count of pixels of each 

individual image being passed. Here, the pixel values of the training images are sent to the input layer 

 

b) Convolutional Layer 1:  This layer consists of 32 neurons. There is a connection between each of the 

neurons present in this layer to all of the neurons in the previous layer. Convolution is performed on the 

input pixels, which is a process of performing dot products on the pixel values with arbitrary numbers 

called filters. So, the layer’s output is further passed to the max pooling layer. 

 

c) Max Pooling Layer 1: With the filters provided max pooling operation is performed on the received input 

which is identification of the highest value in each patch of feature map. 

 

d) Convolution Layer 2: The max pooling layer’s output is concatenated to a convolution layer (convolution 

layer 2) with 16 filters, kernel size as 4*4 and activation function as ReLu. This layer is further passed to 

a max pooling layer. 

 

e) Max Pooling Layer 2: The max pooling layer performs the max pooling operation on the received input. 

Then the output of the max pooling layer is flattened. Flattening is a process of converting any matrix 
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into a one-dimensional array. Flatten function is applied on the convolution layer to create a single long 

feature vector.  

 

f) Output Layer: The total amount of neurons existing in this layer is equal to the number of levels the 

disease is classified into. The neuron consisting of the maximum value ranging between 0-1 will be the 

output i.e., the level in which the disease is. This output will be compared with the actual values and the 

error is determined. Based on the error, the model tunes its underline parameters such that the error is as 

minimum as possible. This operation is performed on each and every training image. 

 

  Fig.6. Convolutional Neural Network 

 

 

5) Prediction 

        The built model is now evaluated using the testing data and the accuracy is computed which acts as the 

performance metric of the model. 

6) Testing model    Testing the CNN model Fig.7. on 1622 images the result had an validation accuracy of 

97.22 %. My model has a precision of 87.31 % and recall of 74.46 %. The model has a specificity of 97.68 %. 

 

  DATASET 

 

 

  TRAINING                                       NEW DATA 

 

 

CNN ALGORITHM   CNN MODEL 

 

                                            

PREDICTED        CLASSIFICATION 

OUTCOME  

              Fig.7.Testing model image 
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EARLY FIIR DETECTION WITH GAS SENSORS AND SMOKE DETECTORS 

 

The sensor system is used to verify an ambiguous situation detected by a video-based system as well as 

observing an extinguished fire. Therefore, sensors have to be widely immune against disturbances like steam, 

fog, dust pollution and condensing water which usually cause video-based systems to give false alarms. If fire 

gases are carried to the detector by the airflow, they are analyzed with different semiconductor gas sensors. 

A gas permeable protective cap made of metal protects the sensor elements against soiling with dust and 

humidity. Thus, the sensor array is not affected by nuisance aerosols like dust, dirt, mist or condensing water 

[4]. Early forest fire detection sensors (Fig. 6) have to fulfill a lot of specific requirements compared to 

conventional applications. High sensitivity is needed to detect even low smoke. Fire detection systems for 

outdoor environments could be implemented by using specialized cameras, which are able to capture 

multispectral images. The biggest challenge that arises in these setups is where to place the camera(s) to have 

the best view on the observed territory. Since these systems have their limitations, since they provide a 

stationary point of view, we have decided to investigate a new approach. The platform that is proposed in this 

paper will use unmanned aerial vehicles, which are going to patrol above the desired territory and will 

constantly observe for fire-related events. The drones will be equipped with specialized optical and thermal 

cameras and will be able to capture video or still images. 

 

 

FIRE EXTINGUISHER USING SONIC WAVES 

 

 Sound waves could be one of the potential alternatives as fire extinguishers. The low frequency 

acoustic waves spilled from a speaker tend to extinguish the flames. The present research aims to develop the 

portable fire extinguisher study and analyze the effect of different frequencies of sound waves on flames. 

Sound is a form of energy, just like electricity, heat or light. When you strike a bell, it makes a loud ringing 

noise. Now instead of just listening to the bell, put your finger on the bell after you have struck it. Can you 

feel it shaking? This movement or shaking, i.e. the to and fro motion of the body is termed as Vibration. The 

sound moves through a medium by alternately contracting and expanding parts of the medium it is travelling 

through. This compression and expansion creates a minute pressure difference that we perceive as sound. 

Sound is a vibration that propagates as a perceptible mechanical wave of pressure and displacement, through 

a medium such as air or water. Sound propagates through compressible media such as air, water and solids as 

longitudinal waves and also as transverse waves (in solids). The sound waves are generated by a sound source, 

such as the vibrating diaphragm of a speaker. The sound source creates vibrations i n the surrounding medium. 

As the source continues to vibrate the medium, the vibrations propagate away from the source at the speed of 

sound, thus forming the sound wave. At a fixed distance from the source, the pressure, velocity, and 

displacement of the medium vary in time. At an instant in time, the pressure, velocity, and displacement vary 

in space. 
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 

For the creation of our proposed model, we have used the TensorFlow deep learning. The framework 

provides the creation of deep networks by choosing appropriate layers and specifying the preceding and 

succeeding layers in the design. The inputs to the framework can be in the model. Circuit format, which is 

particularly suitable for the representation of 2D data, such as a Kaggle dataset. The steps in preparing the 

data are explained in the previous section and are the same for each Kaggle dataset images. Hence, we have 

one model circuit representing all the humans, and each train.csv and test.csv file has the data along with the 

label. This label is used in both the training and testing phase. 

 

 

V.CONCLUSION 
 

The recent improved processing capabilities of smart devices have shown promising results in 

surveillance systems for identification of different abnormal events i.e., fire, accidents, and other emergencies. 

Fire is one of the dangerous events which can result in great losses if it is not controlled on time. This 

necessitates the importance of developing early fire detection systems. Therefore, in this research article, we 

propose cost-effective fire detection CNN architecture for forest architecture. Translations and content mining 

are permitted for academic research only. Although, this work improved the flame detection accuracy, yet the 

number of false alarms is still high and further research is required in this direction. In addition, the current 

flame detection frameworks can be intelligently tuned for detection of   fire. This will enable the video 

surveillance systems on forest to handle more complex situations in real-world. 
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